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CDI Workshop

Employability and Work Readiness:
preparing students for work and helping them
through the employers selection processes.
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Commercial awareness
Communication
Teamwork
Negotiation and
persuasion
Problem Solving
Leadership
Organisation
Perseverance and
motivation
Ability to work under
pressure
Confidence
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People applying for jobs at
the BBC are invited to
submit their CV as they
normally would, but the
Corporation then
automatically deletes their
names, entire educational
background and address

BBC boss James Purnell said yesterday the
Corporation was removing any trace of a person’s
degree from CVs, in order to guard against bias.
He said: ‘We are now doing anonymised
recruitment so you take off the name and you take
off the degree. It’s something lots of organisations
are doing – across accountancy, across law – and
the theory, which I think is right, is that you can
get that evidence in other ways.’
BBC news media 2017
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Psychometric Testing
Ability /Aptitude (capability/potential)
http://elearn.pwc.co.uk/psychometric/try.html

Personality (typical behavior & preferred style)
https://www.assessmentday.co.uk/personalityquestionnaire.htm

Critical thinking and situational judgement tests
https://www.brightnetwork.co.uk/graduate-careeradvice/aptitude-and-numerical-tests/thinking-and-situationaltests/

Gamification
https://www.arcticshores.com/cosmic-cadet/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryScRpZYB4Y
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Ability and Aptitude Tests
Verbal, Numerical,Inductive/Abstract
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Personalit

What is assessed in a personality questionnaire?
Questions will be workplace relevant and highlight personality traits and
competencies which are valued in the workplace and to get an idea of
where a candidates strengths, weaknesses and areas for development are.
Traits are broken down to subsets, so under “influence” may also be
“assertiveness” and then ”ability to take on responsibility”.
Competencies are individual strengths, and employers may look for key
ones e.g. analytical ability or interpersonal skills.

http://www.markparkinson.co.uk/psychometric_links.htm
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Watson-Glaser Sample Questions:
Critical Thinking
STATEMENT
Should employers look at Facebook and Twitter profiles of candidates to find out more
information about them as part of recruitment and selection decision making?
1. Proposed argument:
No, an employer has no right to intrude the private lives of his candidates.
2. Proposed argument:
No; the future employee will find out about it, his trust in his employer and in the company will be compromised and he
will no longer be an asset to the company.
3. Proposed argument:
No; social networks are a scene where one feels liberated and not bound by social conduct codes, therefore objective
examination of the candidate's competencies cannot be made.

Strong

Weak
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Gamification
Measures:
Cognition. How an individual processes and uses information to
perform mental operations.

Thinking Style. How an individual tends to approach and appraise
problems and make decisions.
Interpersonal Style. An individual’s preferred approach to
interacting with other people.
Delivering Results. An individual’s drive to cope with challenges
and finish a task through to completion.
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Assessment Centres
Allows employers to see candidates in action and demonstrating key skills

Information session
Case Study
Presentation
In-tray exercise
Group exercise
Written exercise
Interview
Social break

https://targetjobs.co.uk/careers-advice/assessment-centres

Assessment Centres
The scenario:
A publisher of scientific journals and books is looking to make a
significant acquisition. It has identified a target company and
approached a number of investment banks for their views on the
merits of a potential deal and a target price. Based on these
presentations, the publisher will decide whether to proceed with a
bid and, if so, select one bank to act as their adviser.
The task:
Your team is one of the investment banks bidding to win the
mandate. You need to analyse the figures provided; to review the
marketplace, your potential client (the publisher) and the target
company; and to prepare a five-minute presentation giving your
recommendations, e.g. whether to go ahead, go ahead under specific
conditions, etc.

Assessment Centres

How to approach the case study exercise on the day:
• Be clear about what you’re being asked to do.
• Manage your time.

• Divide up the tasks.
• Don’t dominate, but do contribute to discussions. Don’t lose
sight of your objectives.

Assessment Centres
Top Tips

Top skills

• Style

• Analysis

• Timings

• Problem solving

• Organization

• Flexibility

• Confidence

• Time management

• Clarity

• Teamwork and
leadership
• Commercial
awareness
• Presentation

Changing Face of Interviews
• Competency-based
Employers identify the skills and abilities (competencies) that are vital for
working in their organisation – they use these as selection criteria

• Strengths-based
All about predicting a candidate’s future potential, what the interviewee is
particularly good at and what inspires them

• Video
An increasingly common part of the recruitment process – 53% of
members of the Institute of Student Employers use video interviews up from 6% five years ago
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Competency–based Interviews
The logic is simple: an interviewee’s past ability to use a skill is a good
indicator of their potential to be successful in the future

• Use the STAR approach to structuring responses
Situation: Give the interviewer a context by describing the
situation
Task: What was your goal?
Action: Tell the interviewer what your specific actions were
Result: The end result – make sure it shows you in a good light,
even if the overall project was not a success
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Strengths-based Interviews
Employers seek to discover:
• How well a candidate is likely to do the job, not just
whether they can do it
• Whether they would be motivated in and energised
by the job

• A candidate’s natural behaviour: how they typically
respond to situations they would face in the role
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Who is using Strengths – based Interviews
• The financial sector are leading the way in adopting a
strengths-based approach yet many large employers are
following - the approach is used particularly within
technology and consumer goods companies.
• The ISE (Institute of Student Employers) reported that in
2017, 41% of its graduate recruiter membership have used
strength-based techniques in some way
• If an employer lists required ‘behaviours’ alongside
‘qualifications’ and ‘skills’ in it’s job description – they will be
using strengths-based approach in one way or another
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Example Strength interview questions
What motivates you? Or, what do you find draining or
tiresome?

Who do you admire the most? When do you feel most
inspired?
Do you find deadlines motivating or intimidating?

How do you feel when you are faced with a sudden obstacle
to your plans? What do you do to resolve it?
Given a choice, would you prefer to be giving a presentation
or double checking data?
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How do you answer strengths-based
interview questions?
Make sure you listen to (or read) the question carefully
Don’t be afraid to ask your interviewer to repeat the
question; take time to think
Although not competency-based, do bring in previous
examples to offer you more to talk about and show evidence
of previous capability
Try to keep in mind what recruiters look for – your
enthusiasm will shine through naturally
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Employer Buzzwords + Words of Action
There are certain words which are key to catching an employer's interest. Mention them
at interviews and see how impressed they are with your business-speak (but don't go
overboard or you'll sound daft)
•

Initiative

* Dynamic

* Team player

* Proactive

You can also talk in terms of actions that you achieve through your skills by using good,
strong verbs in applications and interviews:
* led
* achieved
* completed
* coordinated
* delegated
* delivered

* identified
* presented
* promoted
* reported
* resolved
* organised
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Video Interviews
2 main types of on-screen interview: ‘live’ and ‘recorded’
• Many companies use a live connection between interviewee and recruiter – Face Time and
Skype are the most common
• As an alternative, employers can create a questionnaire and hire a third party video
specialist to conduct early stage interviews
What do companies gain from a screen interview?
• Employers test your on-screen presence
• Saves them time, money, scheduling headaches + allows them to see more candidates
• Recruiters can replay or review + compare candidates before inviting to a face to face
interview or assessment centre
Employers using video interviews: Bird & Bird, Skanska, Aldi, Morrisons Supermarkets, UK
Power Networks, Spicerhaart
https://targetjobs.co.uk/careers-advice/interview-types/323741-how-graduate-recruiters-usevideo-interviews
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What happens in a recorded
video interview?
• Host companies run an automated on-screen interview package on an employer’s
behalf , ensuring all candidates get the same experience
• Once you’ve initiated a recorded video interview you cannot rewind or review
your answers

• You may find yourself under some time pressure e.g you might be given 15
seconds of thinking time and 60 seconds for your answer, with a timer on the
screen
• You may be invited to upload a self-recorded clip to a password protected site to
highlight specific skills
• Interviews of this kind lend themselves to roles in sales, media or marketing
• It’s common to be allowed one or more practice attempts – but check!
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What’s new in Video Interviewing?
• Robot interviewers - using sophisticated technology, these robots carry out
assessments free from bias and prejudice
• A robot won’t get tired, bored or mix up candidate four with candidate fourteen.
Trial interviewees found the standardised process refreshing and even described
the Matlda robot they sat in front of as cute – as reported by the Financial Times.
• The Interview Avatar, who will pose set questions without becoming tired, hungry
or distracted, and will get through a list of candidates without needing a break.
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Preparing the Students
Psychometrics
Assessment Centres
Interviews
competency/strengths/video

Employers view social media
before hiring
Bad job interview - when
your Facebook photos betray
you at a job interview.

Job search: Many employers
view social media before hiring

Infographic: Social Media is
Changing Recruitment

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=i9txd2FJu64

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=1xtXBqiop2Y

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=w6rGe-XBi9w

